Fiber bundle based scanning detection system for automated DNA sequencing.
High-throughput DNA sequencing techniques are under rapid development currently, mainly triggered by the Human Genome Project. At the present time, slab gel based automated DNA sequencing is the standard procedure, utilizing fluorophore labeling and laser-induced fluorescence detection with scanning technology. In this paper, a novel, fiber-optic bundle based detection system is introduced, where a central illuminating fiber is used for the excitation of the electrophoretically separated fluorophore-labeled DNA sequencing fragments, along with several collecting fibers disposed around the illuminating fiber to collect the emitted fluorescent signal. As a model system, Cy5-labeled DNA sequencing fragments were separated on an ultrathin polyacrylamide slab gel and detected by the fiber bundle based laser-induced fluorescence detection system. A 640-nm diode laser was used to generate the illumination beam, and the emitted light collected by the fiber bundle was detected by a solid-state avalanche photodiode.